#  | Agency  | Violation Code | Description                                           | Bail   |
---|---------|----------------|------------------------------------------------------|--------|
1  | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | DISABLE PATRON FEE TICKET NOT VALID                  | $60.00 |
2  | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | TAMPERED/ALTERED PERMIT                               | $564.00|
3  | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | 5 MINUTE PARKING                                     | $60.00 |
4  | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | 10 MINUTE PARKING                                    | $60.00 |
5  | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | 30 MINUTE PARKING                                    | $60.00 |
6  | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | HEAD IN PARKING ONLY                                 | $60.00 |
7  | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EV CHARGER NOT CHARGING VEHICLE                      | $60.00 |
8  | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | 20 MINUTE PASSENGER LOADING/UNLOADING                | $60.00 |
9  | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | 15 Min Passenger Loading/Unloading                   | $60.00 |
10 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | IMPROPER USE OF POST-PAY FEE TICKET                  | $180.00|
11 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | ALT/COMP SLIP IN CAR                                 | $60.00 |
12 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | ALT. SLIP NOT VALID                                  | $60.00 |
13 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | FEE TICKET COVERED                                   | $60.00 |
14 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NOT PARKED IN PUBLIC STALL                          | $60.00 |
15 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | PROHIBITED PARKING VANPOOL STALL                    | $60.00 |
16 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | FEE TICKET UPSIDE DOWN                               | $60.00 |
17 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NO PERMIT DISPLAYED/NO ALT SLIP                      | $60.00 |
18 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EXPIRED PERMIT                                       | $60.00 |
19 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | PERMIT NOT VALID AT LOCATION                        | $60.00 |
20 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NO PERMIT DISPLAYED/NO FEE TICKET                    | $60.00 |
21 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NO PARKING POSTED                                   | $60.00 |
22 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | PERMIT INVALID AT TIME                              | $60.00 |
23 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NO FEE TICKET DISPLAYED                              | $60.00 |
24 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | SMALL CAR PARKING ONLY                              | $60.00 |
25 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EXPIRED COMP STICKER                                 | $60.00 |
26 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EXTENDED NO PERMIT DISPLAYED                        | $60.00 |
27 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | VANPOOL PARKING M-F 6AM-9PM                         | $60.00 |
28 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | PARKING WITHOUT A VALID PERMIT                       | $60.00 |
29 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NOT PARKED IN STALL                                 | $60.00 |
30 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EXPIRED FEE TICKET                                   | $60.00 |
31 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NO MOTORCYCLE PARKING                               | $60.00 |
32 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | PERMIT NOT READABLE                                 | $60.00 |
33 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | FEE TICKET NOT READABLE                             | $60.00 |
34 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | VEHICLE PARKED IN MORE THAN ONE STALL               | $60.00 |
35 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | VEHICLE TAKING TWO STALL                            | $80.00 |
36 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | BLOCKING GARAGE OR DRIVEWAY                         | $90.00 |
37 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | BLOCKING THROUGHWAY                                 | $90.00 |
38 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | PARKED BLOCKING GARAGE OR DRIVEWAY                  | $90.00 |
39 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | PARKING BLOCKING THROUGHWAY                          | $90.00 |
40 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | WHITE ZONE (10 MINUTES ONLY)                        | $90.00 |
41 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NO PARKING SHUTTLE ZONE                            | $90.00 |
42 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NO PARKING FIRE LANE                                | $90.00 |
43 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | PARKING WITHIN 15 FT. OF FIRE HYDRANT                | $90.00 |
44 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | RED ZONE                                            | $90.00 |
45 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EXCEEDED 72 HR PARKING MAX                          | $90.00 |
46 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | AMBULANCE PKRG ONLY                                 | $140.00|
47 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EXPIRED METERS                                      | $60.00 |
48 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | GREEN ZONE (20 MINUTES)                             | $70.00 |
49 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | POSTED CRM OR PHYSICAL PLANT ONLY                   | $80.00 |
50 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | YELLOW ZONE 30 MINUTES                              | $80.00 |
51 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | RESERVED PARKING (POSTED)                           | $80.00 |
52 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | RESTRICTED PARKING                                  | $80.00 |
53 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NO ALDEA RES. PERMIT                                | $80.00 |
54 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NO ALDEA GST. PERMIT                                | $80.00 |
55 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EXC. 4-HR ALDEA GUEST                               | $80.00 |
56 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EXCEEDED 2 HOUR TIME LIMIT                          | $80.00 |
57 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EXCEEDED 4-HOUR EV CHARGING TIME LIMIT              | $80.00 |
58 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | EXCEEDED 1-HOUR LOADING TIME LIMIT                  | $80.00 |
59 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | DOUBLE PARKING                                     | $100.00|
60 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | OBFECTING THROUGHWAY                                | $100.00|
61 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | DISABLED PARKING ONLY                               | $350.00|
62 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NON-TRANSFERABLE                                    | $180.00|
63 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | LOST/STOLEN/MISUSED PERMIT                          | $564.00|
64 | 71      | 21113 (A) CVC  | NON-TRANSFERABLE PERMIT                             | $564.00|